Barbiturate spindle activity in functionally corresponding thalamic and cortical somato-sensory areas in the cat.
(1) Spontaneous barbiturate spindles were recorded from a locus in the thalamic nucleus ventralis postero-lateralis (VPL) and the corresponding projection area in the somato-sensory cortex (SI) in the cat. (2) Type I spindles32 recorded from such sites in the thalamus and cortex, regarded as being functionally on line, were cross-correlated. The analysis gave high negative cross-correlation coefficients, indicating that a considerable degree of wave synchrony existed between the spindles. Maximal wave synchrony was present in the first and middle part of the spindle. (3) The thalamo-cortical spindle wave synchrony was reduced by a small displacement of the cortical electrode within the somato-sensory cortex. Starting with a very lightly anaesthetized animal, small amounts of barbiturate did not influence the size of the cortical area which had spindles in synchrony with the thalamic spindles. (4) Spindles recorded from a VPL locus and from its cortical projection site started simultaneously. When the thalamic and cortical electrodes were positioned functionally off line this spindle coincidence decreased. The intervals between the spindle onsets increased with increasing off line positions of the electrodes. Those few thalamic and cortical spindles which occurred simultaneously showed no, or only weak, spindle wave synchrony. (5) These data suggest a point-to-point topographical relation between thalamic and cortical loci engaged in barbiturate spindle activity. (6) Type I and type II spindles32 differed with respect to spindle characteristics (amplitude, duration, incidence) and also with respect to corresponding thalamic rhythmic activity. These spindle types are, therefore, probably produced by different mechanisms. We suggest that type II spindles represent a purely cortical process initiated by type I spindles.